Haumed Rahmani
Work

Education

founder, designer + coder @ Nitro LLC
3 years in Kent, OH
ongoing since 2013

BA in mathematics @ Kent State University
in Kent, OH
spring 2016

commissioned to create 4 websites, 1 web app + 3
logos ▪︎ developing Alchemy, a visual editor designed
around the golden ratio and built on original research

intern @ Uhuru Software, Inc.
7 months in Seattle, WA

Mar-Sep 2012

wrote documentation + created a series of walkthrough videos for their App Cloud ▪︎ tested software
and reported bugs ▪︎ responded to customer inquiries

university tutor @ Kent State University
7 semesters in Kent, OH between 2010-15
tutored hundreds of students in computer science,
statistics + every math class up to Calculus III
▪︎ CRLA international certification

Skill-sets
computer languages
semi-pro

JS

light

CSS

Java

HTML

PHP

Objective-C

SQL

technologies
pro

WordPress

light

React

Pixelmator

Meteor

iOS

iWork

Unity

Git

startup experience
Design/Identity
Marketing

UI/UX

Budgeting

Client Interaction
Prototyping

spoken languages
native

English

heritage

Farsi

(425) 518-7342

intermediate

Spanish

beginner Japanese

minors in

computer science + entrepreneurship
Involvement:
served as a national Major League Hacking coach
▪︎ volunteered at Kent Hack Enough, Ohio’s largest
hackathon ▪︎ participated in 8 hackathons, including
PennApps (UPenn) + HackIllinois (UIUC)
judge on the Student Venture Fund panel awarding
local startups a $25K loan ▪︎ showed at 2 professional
expos ▪︎ active member of HacKSU, LaunchNET + the
Center for Entrepreneurship and Business Innovation
Awards:
Choose Ohio First math scholarship recipient
▪︎ Pi Mu Epsilon mathematics honor society ▪︎ National
Society of Leadership & Success ▪︎ awarded individual
Venture Assessment Grant to launch Nitro LLC
▪︎ awarded team Venture Growth Grant to launch a
website and app creation company ▪︎ 2nd at
Entrepreneurship Immersion Week + 3rd at Kent Hack
Enough

transferred from University of Washington
4 quarters in Seattle, WA
2011-12
Universidad Europea de Madrid
2 quarters in Madrid, Spain Jan-May 2015

Approach
design ✕ computing ✕ business ✕ math
Everything I make is informed by my background in
these four fields, and the intersections between them.
My computer designs, typography and colors are all
built on a mathematical layer. By using intuitive cues
and a minimal approach in my interfaces, I aim to distill
powerful ideas into smooth, simple experiences.

haumed@gmail.com

